
How to fill in the score card for Odds/Evens and determine centre pass at the 

break of play 

Working example 

NIS Kauri and NIS Totara verse each other on COL3 at 8:30am. The umpires have done the toss and NIS Totara won 

the toss. They choose the ball, meaning they will start the game with the first centre pass. 

1. At the start of the game 

The team that starts the game with the first centre pass always start with EVENS (E), and the other team starts with 

ODDS (O) as per the score card below. Mark the odds and evens as indicated in the score card below. 

 

2. To determine which team has the next centre pass after a goal has been scored 

One of the teams has just scored but the umpires are unsure as to who should take the next centre pass. To resolve 

this, the scores should be added together i.e. if NIS Kauri leads 3-2, add the scores together (3+2=5) and determine if 

the result is an even or odd number. In this example, 5 is an odd number, and NIS Kauri is marked as odds (O), and 

therefore NIS Kauri will have the next centre pass. 

3. At the end of the first quarter 

The score at the end of the first quarter is 6-1 to NIS Kauri. The ball was in play when the umpire blows the whistle to 

signal the end of the quarter. As illustrated in the next score card, the umpire will: 

a. Circle the scores at the end of the quarter 

b. Change the ODDS/EVENS over for the next quarter (2ND) 



 

When play resumes in the second quarter, NIS Totara will start with the ball as the total score (6+1=7) is an odd 

number, and NIS Totara will always have the centre pass this quarter if the total score is an odd (O) number. NIS 

Kauri will always have the centre pass if the total score is an even (E) number. 

4. At the end of the second quarter 

The score at the end of the second quarter is 10-3 to NIS Kauri. In this instance, the goal had just been scored, and 

the next centre pass had not been taken. At the break, the ball is considered not in play (or centre pass had not 

been taken) if: 

a. The goal had just been scored by one of the teams, and the umpire blows the whistle to signal the end of 

the quarter before anyone was ready to restart play 

b. The centre had at least one foot in the centre circle ready to start the centre pass, but the ball has not 

left the centre’s hands when the umpire blows the whistle to signal the end of the quarter.  

As illustrated in the next score card, the umpire will: 

 Circle the scores at the end of the quarter 

 Keep the ODDS/EVENS the same for the next quarter (3RD) 



 

When play resumes in the third quarter, NIS Totara will start with the ball as the total score (10+3=13) is an odd 

number, and NIS Totara will always have the centre pass this quarter if the total score is an odd (O) number. NIS 

Kauri will always have the centre pass if the total score is an even (E) number. 

5. At the end of the third quarter 

The score at the end of the third quarter is 14-7 to NIS Kauri. The ball was in play when the umpire blows the whistle 

to signal the end of the quarter. As illustrated in the next score card, the umpire will: 

a. Circle the scores at the end of the quarter 

b. Change the ODDS/EVENS over for the next quarter (4TH) 

 



 

When play resumes in the last quarter, NIS Kauri will start with the ball as the total score (14+7=21) is an odd 

number, and NIS Kauri will always have the centre pass this quarter if the total score is an odd (O) number. NIS 

Totara will always have the centre pass if the total score is an even (E) number. 

6. At the end of the game 

The score at the end of the game is 17-13 to NIS Kauri. It does not matter if the ball was in play or not as there will be 

no more centre passes.  As illustrated in the next score card, the umpire will: 

a. Circle the scores at the end of the game 

b. Sign the score card 

c. Turn the page and place the score card in the centre circle, ready for the next game. 

 

 

 


